YUSTART GUIDE
Discover more about our
crowdfunding platform

Hello
You must have a brilliant idea if you’ve found your way to our Yustart
handbook, so welcome! Here at YuStart we love working with people
like you, people with passion, people with ideas who want to make
great things happen!
Our handbook is designed to guide you through the ups and downs of
having a crowdfunding campaign. The rollercoaster ride that is crowdfunding will take you places that you may never have thought, it will
inspire you, it will test your skills and it will show you how hard work
really can pay off. What’s more, here at YuStart we want to tag along
for the ride, we’ll be right beside you on the crowdfunding rollercoaster throwing our arms in the air and yelling just as loudly as you.
We’re proud that York was the first UK University to have a dedicated
crowdfunding site. YuStart is at the forefront of crowdfunding offering you, the creators, a chance to do something special. Do you want
to make a film, buy new kit for your sports team, put on a play, make
a CD, or perhaps even fund your research into some of the world’s
challenges- well you’ve come to the right place. YuStart has a team of
committed University of York staff who are here to help you succeed!
Send us an email YuStart@york.ac.uk, tweet us @YuOpportunities,
come to one of our workshops or even arrange a one to one drop in
session with a member of our team to talk about your ideas!
We’re delighted that you want to get on board, and can’t wait to help
you to set off on your journey!

Good luck from all of us at YuStart

On your Marks
5 Reasons that YuStart is right for you

1.

You’re enthusiastic and passionate - this might not work for
banks, but it’s brilliant for YuStart!

2.You want to raise awareness of your project - crowdfunding
is a fantastic platform for building an engaged community of
people who will help you spread the word

3.You want to add to funding you already have, or perhaps

you’ve hit a wall with funding elsewhere, and your project fits……
fits our guidelines below

4.You know exactly how much you need to raise and by when Did you know you can use YuStart at any time of the year?

5.Having a YuStart page can connect you and your project team
with alumni of similar interests, and can also give you access to
matched funding from YuFund, gifts from alumni and friends.

Guidelines
Before creating a project, as part of the YuStart process you’ll be asked
to agree with some simple project Guidelines.
For your project to be suitable you need to:
Be a current member of the university, whether that’s staff or
student- and that you will still be a member of the university
when the project ends
Agree to deliver your project rewards
Agree to not offer securities in return for donations

Understand that we will moderate your project content and
suitability
Note you cannot use YuStart to ‘fund a life’ or fundraise for
other charities, because the University itself is a charity.
Have a project that benefits University of York students, the
University itself or the wider community
Have a project ‘champion’ within the University or YUSU
community who knows about your project.
This is what makes YuStart a unique and flexible resource for
everyone within the University of York community.

Note:
Projects that aim to generate financial profits for the funders are in
the main unsuitable for YuStart. If you have an idea for a commercial
enterprise then you are strongly recommended to engage with the
University’s support for entrepreneurs, which include access to Proof
of Concept funding, run by the Careers team.
Your concept may benefit groups or communities outside the
University. If this is the case then you may wish to refer to York
students in Communities for access to the Community Fund and
further guidance on effective working in this field.

Great Expectations
People often see crowdfunding as a simple solution, you put your
project online and the funding rolls in. However a successful project
doesn’t happen by accident and large donations are rarely given by
chance. To have a truly successful project you need to work for it and
as you go through this handbook we’ll guide you through promotion
ideas, reward structures and how we can help you along the way.
Expect hard work, new connections, fun and fundraising!

YuStart has helped
raise over £90,000 since
it started in 2014!

Get Set
So you’re ready to start making your project page. Before you do it’s a
good idea to have the answers for the following three questions:

What is our budget?
Crowdfunding is built on trust so it’s important to be clear and
transparent about your costs. It’s not a bad idea to have a neat budget
breakdown on your project page, something like this:
•
•
•
•
•

Venue hire (one week): £2300
AV equipment hire (5 nights @£400/night): £2000
Travel (van hire & petrol): £243
Production costs: £1000
Printing costs (200 copies): £60

Note that all numbers and items above are completely made up.

What is our target?
Every project need to have a minimum needed target as well as a
maximum target. Why do we do it this way? If a creator promises to
complete a project that needs at least £2,000 it would be tough for
them to do it if they only raise half their minimum. Supporters want to
know that their donations are going to go towards this project
becoming a reality. This keeps everyone happy!
Bear in mind that YuStart uses an all-or-nothing funding model.
Basically if your project doesn’t reach its minimum needed then
no money changes hands. However unlike sites such as Kickstarter
YuStart offers you the option of setting your minimum needed at £0,
this means that all donations will be taken.
If you do set a minimum make sure to get in touch with the YuStart
team as you may be eligible for YuFund matching. This means that
every donation up to a certain amount will be matched by donations
from alumni and friends!

When do we need the money by?
It’s best to work backwards when planning your project end date and
set a timetable. YuStart allows a maximum project length of 90 days
however with crowdfunding time is of the essence so we suggest not
setting your project length to longer than 40 days. This will help you
to maintain promotional momentum!

Top Tips:
Consider setting your deadline at the end of a Sunday – many
donations are made on weekends, when sponsors have more time.
Keep in mind that it can take 12 working days after the project end
for funds to be transferred.

Go!
Planning your pitch
Your pitch is one of your first points of contact with your potential
supporters and as we all know, you don’t get a second chance at
making a good first impression. Make sure that if someone were to
skim the first couple of paragraphs they’d pick up exactly what you
want them to know.

Don’t forget to send
regular updates to let
your supporters know
when their rewards will
arrive!

It’s perhaps easiest to think of your pitch as
though it were the blurb for a book. It needs to:
•

Offer clear and concise information. Make sure your page
starts with a succinct description of what you’re doing and
why- don’t make people hunt for it. It’s lovely to hear about
the team and history behind the project but save this for
further down your page.

•

Tell potential supporters what your project is, how much
funding you need and why you need it. Explain the
difference that your project will make, to the world, the
community or your group (think about direct and indirect
beneficiaries.)

•

Show that you’re passionate.

•

Tell a compelling story, create an emotional connection for
the reader

•

Have images of yourself, your team, your venue or what
your end goal is to engage the crowd.

•

Include links to social media sites such as Twitter, Facebook,
Instagram, your blog or a website

The key thing to remember is not to assume that people know
anything about your project. If you were to read your pitch to a
stranger would they understand your project? Testing your pitch on
someone outside of the project can give valuable feedback pre-launch.
Finally and perhaps most importantly, remember to ask for donations!
This may seem like an obvious point to make but it’s surprising how
many project creators miss this vital section off their pitch. If you
don’t ask, you don’t get. It’s that simple.

Top Tips:
An effective pitch needs a lot of hard work. Be prepared and don’t
wing it. Have a plan, test it, get feedback and do your research until
the point where you’re certain it can’t be better. Don’t forget that the
YuStart team is here to help, if you’re struggling with any of this pop
us an email at yustart@york.ac.uk and we can help!

Videos/images
It’s all well and good having a brilliant
pitch but have you heard the phrase a
picture speaks a thousand words? Well if
that’s true then a video must be worth ten
times this – we know that projects with
videos are 4x more likely to succeed.
Your project video will be the first thing
people see, it’s an opportunity to introduce
yourself, your idea, your team and also
why your project is worth supporting. It’s
a chance to show that you’re enthusiastic
and to communicate this on a personal
level.

Here is a breakdown of some
video essentials to get you started:
•

Make sure you covered the important stuff- who, what, when,
where, why and how. Assume that those watching your video
haven’t yet read your pitch.

•

Keep the contents of your video short, simple and engaging:
You should grab the viewer’s attention in the first 10 seconds
and keep the content length to no more than 2 minutes- think
of your video as a short version of your pitch!

•

It’s a common assumption that a video should be super slick
and professionally polished however this really isn’t necessary.
As long as your video isn’t choppy, poorly lit or difficult to listen
to then it really doesn’t have to be done with professional
equipment. If you have issues with video audio you can even
consider adding subtitles!

•

Be yourself and be natural. You want people to believe in you,
to be on your side, and to want your project to succeed. You’re
selling yourself as much as you’re selling your project. It’s okay
to be nerdy, funny or even a little awkward as long as that’s you
being authentic. And of course smiling goes a long way.

Be realistic with your rewards. Give yourself more
than enough time post-campaign to collate and
send out the rewards. It’s easy to switch off once the
campaign is over, and you’ll be surprised how
lengthy the process can be!
ALEX BYRON- Langwith ‘Room to Grow’

•

Ask! You know we mentioned the phrase ‘if you don’t ask you
don’t get’? Well apply this not only to your pitch but also your
video! You need to actively ask for what you want whether
that’s a donation or just help in spreading your message!

•

Camera shy? No problem! All of the above still applies but
why not try making a video with a voice over or get another
member of the team to appear in it or you could even make an
animated video!

•

Lastly make sure you say thank you. The people who have
come to your page may not be in the position to donate
however they have watched your video, read your pitch and
may know someone else who can support you so be gracious
and thank them for their time.

For more help on video type, file size and music visit
our crowdfunding FAQs online at
yorkspace.net/yustart
Top Tips:
We couldn’t possibly choose a favourite YuStart pitch video but we
do have a few contenders that we thought we’d share with you for
inspiration:
York Vision
Astroduck
Langwith College
Saga

Rewards
Rewards are tough. Not only do you have to be creative, eye catching
and potentially a little witty but you also need to fit within the site’s
guidelines (link), theme of the project and your projects finances. In
other words it’s tricky. Because of this we’ve been extra helpful and
decided to create YuStart’s very own bespoke rewards guide online at
yorkspace.net/yustart. In here you’ll discover everything you need to
know from how they work to various examples from previous projects.

Promotion
So you have your rewards, your pitch, your team, you think you’re
ready- well hold on a second! Have you thought about promotion?
Now most people assume that promoting your project comes after
it’s already live and whilst this is somewhat true it’s best to have a
promotion (or marketing plan) in place before you project goes live.
Having this plan will help you be prepared to make the most out of
your project.
There’s so much to think about that we thought we’d treat you to
another bespoke guide to help you get your head around the rocky
road that is promoting your project with the YuStart promotion guide
online at yorkspace.net/yustart.

Top tips:
Rewards don’t need to be worth a lot financially, instead
play with sentimentality ask yourself- “what would I want
for a project of this nature?” Mementos and experiences
are common rewards and for good reason!

Here’s the catch- it’s not
really crowdfunding if you don’t
offer rewards!
Have a look at the York Juba Anthology project page
https://yustart.hubbub.net/p/YorkJubaUnity/pitch/

Finishing up
Show a little love!
You heard us- All the way through your project, post updates about
your progress. This keeps people engaged and more likely to help you
if you need a final push to reach your goal.
Whether your project reached its goal or not, make sure to say thanks
to anyone who supported you in any manner. Updating your project
page is brilliant for this however you can also use the email function
on your dashboard. Either way make sure to deliver a big thank you.
And whilst it might seem obvious make sure you deliver your rewards.
As part of your thank you messages make sponsors aware of when
they can expect their rewards. Delays occur and that’s fine but make
sure your supporters know that you haven’t forgotten about them.

Top Tip:
When sending your rewards a handwritten thank you note is a
brilliant touch which can put a big smile on a sponsors face.

Final Thoughts
So before you hit that submit button for us to approve, look at the
checklist below so you know you have the best project page possible!
•

Proof read your pitch- or better yet get a friend to read it!

•

Make sure your video is well paced, toned and gets your point
across

•

Make sure your rewards are appropriate, attention grabbing
and make sense

•

Check that your budget adds up and makes sense with how
much you’re hoping to raise

•

Have a team of helpers ready to spread your message!

Now, let’s get you started!
Visit yorkspace.net/yustart

Contact us

yustart@york.ac.uk

Discover more...
W: yorkspace.net/yustart
E: yustart@york.ac.uk

